Abstract: In this paper, we first give the definition of random almost periodic solutions of random dynamical systems and give some examples. Then, we prove the existence of such random almost periodic solutions. Further, we introduce the definition of random almost periodic measure. Finally, we discuss the relationship between random almost periodic solutions and almost periodic measures.
Introduction
In the natural and social sciences, almost periodic phenomena are more easily seen than periodic phenomena. For example, many practical problems in celestial mechanics, power systems, ecological systems, economics, and engineering techniques can often be attributed to the search for periodic solutions and almost periodic solutions with ordinary differential equations as math-ematical models, which for some problems(such as object motion and market supply and demand rule, etc.), investigating its almost periodic phenomena is sometimes more practical than examining its periodic phenomena. Therefore, it is of more practical significance to discuss its almost periodic properties(cf. [17, 27] ).
The theory of almost periodic function was founded by Bohr in the 1920s(cf. [5, 6, 7] ). Afterwards, a large amount of mathematical have made very important contributions in this respect, for example: V. Stepanov removes the requirement of continuity of functions and introduces Stapanov modules from Lebesgue function space, defining and studying a class of discontinuous almost periodic functions; Following this idea, H. Weyl and A. Besicoritch introduce a new semimodule to replace the classical uniform module, and obtain the extended definition of almost periodic function; Combining with the study of non-linear mechanics, N. Bogoliubov gives a profound analysis of Bohr theory from the idea of function approximation. Later developments are more closely related to ordinary differential equations, stability theory, dynamical systems, and partial differential equations(cf. [8, 20, 3, 9] ). In deterministic dynamical systems, almost periodic motions have been greatly developed due to the need to study practical problems and the development of other mathematical branches. Periodic motions are a special case of the almost periodic; almost periodic motions, in their turn, are a special case of recurrent motions. The mathematicians establishe the Lyapunov stability of almost periodic motion. They also investigate the question of when almost periodicity follows from Lyapunov stability(A.A.Markov has proved a stronger theorem)(cf. [24] ).
In random dynamical systems, the concept of the stationary solution(random periodic solution) is a natural extension of the fixed point(periodic solution) in deterministic dynamical systems. In the past three decades, the stationary solution has developed vigorously(cf. [1, 2, 10, 22] ). In 2009, Zhao and zheng introduced the concept of random periodic solutions of random dynamical systems(cf. [28] ). Subsequently, a series of results related to stochastic periodic solutions and periodic probability solution are obtained(cf. [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18] ). Recently, Sun and zheng introduce the weak random periodic solutions and weak random periodic measures of random dynamical system(cf. [26] ). Some results of the almost periodic solutions(in distribution) to SDEs are obtained(cf. [4, 21, 23] ). But some phenomena in life can not be accurately described by the almost periodic solution in distribution. In order to describe these phenomena better, we propose a random almost periodic solution of random dynamical systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a preknowledge section. Section 3 gives definition of random almost periodic solution and gives some examples; Section 4 proves the sufficient conditions for the existence of random almost periodic solutions; Section 5 introduces the definition of almost periodic solution and discusses the relationship between random almost periodic solutions and almost periodic measures.
preknowledge
In this section, we will introduce the definitions of deterministic dynamical system, fixed point, periodic solution, almost periodic solution, random dynamical system, stationary solution and random periodic solution. Through this section, we assume that (X, d) is a Polish space.
A dynamical system or a flow on X is a mapping ψ : R × X → X such that ψ(0, x) = x, ψ(t + s, x) = ψ(t, ψ(s, x)), f or all x ∈ X and t ∈ R.
(1)
For a deterministic dynamical system ψ t : X → X over time t ∈ R. A fixed point is a point x ∈ X such that
A periodic solution with periodic τ is a periodic function φ : I → X such that
And an almost periodic solution is an almost periodic function φ : R → X such that for any ε > 0 there exists a number l(ε) defining a relatively dense set of numbers {τ k } which possess the following property:
Let (Ω, F , P ) be a probability space. A family of mapping(also called transformations) on the sample space, θ t : Ω → Ω, t ∈ R, is called a measurable dynamical system (or a measurable flow) if the following conditions are satisfied (i) Identity property:
It is called a measure-preserving dynamical system if, furthermore (iv) Measure-preserving proserving property: P (θ t (A)) = P (A), for every A ∈ F and t ∈ R. In this case, P is called an invariant measure with respect to the dynamical system θ t .
Consider an SDE system in X
In the definition of Brownian motion B t , the probability space (Ω, F , P ) is arbitrary. Now we introduce a specific or natural probability space in order to facilitate dynamical syatems research. We will call it canonical probability space for this SDE system. The canonical probability space for an SDE system (5) in X is (Ω, F , P ) = (C(T, X), B(C(T, X), P B ). The canonical sample space is now very concrete, as the samples are curves (i.e., paths of Brownian motion)(cf. [19] ).
The Wiener shift θ t is defined as a mapping in the canonical sample space Ω, for each fixed t ∈ R,
By a simple calculation, we see that θ 0 = Id(the identity mapping in ω) and θ s+t = θ s θ t . Moreover, (w, t) → θ t ω is continuous and therefore measurable. Hence, the Wiener shift is a measurable dynamical system (or a flow) inΩ. The above equation (6) means that
When s is infinitesimally small, the right hand side is dB t (ω). Thus θ t is closely related to the noise in the stochastic system (4) and is often called the driving flow.
A measurable random dynamical system on the measurable space (X, B) over (or covering, or extending) a metric dynamical syatem (Ω, F , P, (θ(t) t∈R )) with time R is a mapping Φ : R × Ω × X → X, (t, ω, x) → Φ(t, ω, x) with the following properties:
(ii) Cocycle property: The mappings Φ(t, ω) := Φ(t, ω, ·) : X → X form a cocycle over θ(·), i.e. they satisfy
For random dynamical systems, it would be reasonable to say that stationary states are not actually steady states in the sence of (2) and periodic solutions in the sense of (3). Due to the fact that random exteral force pumps to the system constantly, the relation (2) or (3) breaks down.
A random variable y(ω) is called a stationary solution (or random fixed point) for a random dynamical system Φ if
A random periodic solution for a random dynamical system Φ is a (
3 Random almost periodic solutions Let (Ω, F , P ) be a probability space, (X, d) be a compact metric space with metric d and B(X) be it's Borel σ-algebra. Consider a measurable random dynamical system Φ : R × Ω × X → X on (X, B(X)) over a metric dynamical system (Ω, F , P, (θ t ) t∈R ).
Recall that a set E ⊂ R is said to be relatively dense if there exists a number l > 0(length of indusion) such that every interval [a, a + l], a ∈ R, contains at least one point of E. Definition 3.1 Given a measurable random dynamical system Φ : R × Ω × X → X over θ, an F -measurable map H : R ×Ω → X is said to be a random almost periodic solution for the random dynamical system Φ if for any ε > 0, there exists a number l(ε) defining a relatively dense set of numbers {τ k } shch that for almost all ω ∈ Ω,
Remark 3.2 Stationary solutions and random periodic solutions are special cases of the random almost periodic solution.
Example 3.3 Consider an SDE
This SDE defines a random dynamical system
By examining the relation Φ(t, ω)y(ω) = y(θ t ω) in this special case, a stationary solution of this random dynamical system is guessed out to be
Indeed, it follows from (14) and (15) that
By (15), we also see that
is a stationary solution for the random dynamical system (14) . Set H(t, ω) = y(θ t ω), then we have
On the other hand, it is clearly that
So by (12) , H(t, ω) = y(θ t ω) is a random almost periodic solution for the random dynamical system generated by SDE (14) .
Example 3.4 Consider the stochastic equation
The random dynamical system generated by this SDE is
By examining the relation Φ(t, ω)y(ω) = y(θ t ω) in this special case, it appears that a stationary solution of this random dynamical system is
We can verify that this is indeed a stationary solution for this random dynamical system. Similarly to Example 3.3, set H(t, ω) = y(θ t ω), we have
So by (12) , H(t, ω) = y(θ t ω) is a random almost periodic solution for the random dynamical system generated by SDE (21).
Example 3.5 Consider the example given by Zhao and Zheng (see [28, Section 2] ).
Here B t , t ∈ R is a one-dimensional two-sided Brownian motion on the path space (C((−∞, ∞)), B(C((−∞, ∞))), P ) with P-preserving map θ being taken to the shift operator (θ t ω)(s) = ω(t + s) − ω(t) for s, t ∈ R. Using polar coordinates
then we transform equation (24) on R 2 to the following equation on the cylinder S 1 × R:
where the symbol {x} is defined by − and x = {x} + k, k is integer. By examing the relation Φ(t, θ(s)ω)Y (s, ω) = Y (t + s, ω), Y (s + τ, ω) = Y (s, θ τ ω) in this special case, it appears that a random periodic solution for this random dynamical system is
Indeed, it follows from (26) and (27)
By (27), we also see that
2 ) is a random almost periodic solution for the random dynamical system. Set H(t, ω) = Y (t, ω), then we have
is a random almost periodic solution with relatively dense set {2kπ, k = 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, · · ·} for the random dynamical system generated by SDE (24).
Existence of random almost periodic solutions
In this section, we will give a sufficient theorem for the existence of random almost periodic solutions. Consider a continuious time differentiable random dynamical syatem Φ over a metric dynamical system (Ω, F , P, θ) on
Condition 4.2 Assume that there exists two rational independent numbers t 1 and t 2 , such that for any (x, y, z)
Note that t 1 is the time that a particle on S 1 rotate a full circle in x-direction and t 2 is the time that a particle on S 1 rotate a full circle in y-direction. Consider the following random system
where (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ S 1 × S 1 and z 0 ∈ R d . Since t 1 and t 2 are two rational independent numbers, for any ε > 0 we can find a relatively dense set {τ k } such that
Theorem 4.3 Assume Condition 4.2 holds and d(g(t
Proof. Denote H(s, ω) = Φ(s, ω)(x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ), by Condition 4.2(ii), it's easy to see that
By assumption, we also see that
Thus H(s, ω) is a random almost periodic solution for the random dynamical system Φ.
Next, we give an example of random almost periodic solution. In deterministic cases, consider an example of almost periodic motion on the torus T 2 (r, α):
where γ is irrational, in addition we define the distance between the points (r 1 , α 1 ) and (r 2 , α 2 ) as
(the symbol {x} is defined by − and x = {x} + k, k is integer). By the definition of the almost periodic solution, this almost periodic solution genereted by (32) implies the existence of a relatively dense set of numbers {τ k }, satisfying the condition: for any ε > 0
i.e.
where γ is irrational, B t is a one-dimensional standard Brownian motion. By the coordinate transformation x = rcos2πα, y = x = rsin2πα, z = z we can transform (35) on R 2 × S 1 to the following SDE on
By examining the relation: for any ε > 0, there exists a number l(ε) defining a relatively dense set of numbers {τ k } shch that for almost all ω ∈ Ω,
in this special case, a random almost periodic solution of this random dynamical system is gaussed out to be
Indeed, it follows from (37) and (38)
Thus,
By (37), we also see that
So for any ε > 0, by (24) there exists a relatively dense set {τ k }(same with the {τ k } in (34)), s.t.
Thus H(u, ω) defined by (38) is a random almost periodic solution for the random dynamical system (37).
Here we give a more general existence theorem.
Theorem 4.5 Let X be a Polish space with metric d and Φ be a measurable random dynamical system satisfying
for some constant C and H : R × Ω → X be an F -measurable map such that for any ε > 0, there exists a number l(ε) defining a relatively dense set {τ k } such that for almost all
is a random almost periodic solution for the random dynamical system Φ.
Proof. By the definition of the random dynamical system Φ and F -measurable map H. For any t, s ∈ R, almost all ω ∈ Ω,
So for any s ∈ R, by (46) and (43)
For any ε 1 > 0, by (44) there exists a number l(ε 1 ) defining a relatively dense set {τ k } such that for almost all ω ∈ Ω,
Therefore, H is a random almost periodic solution for the random dynamical system Φ.
5 Almost periodic probability measure Let Φ : R × Ω × X → X be a measurable random dynamical system over θ, consider a standard product measurable space (Ω, F ) = (Ω × X, F ⊗ B(X)) and the skew-product of the metric dynamical system (Ω, F , P, (θ(t)) t∈R ) and the cocycle Φ(t, ω) on X, Θ(t) : Ω → Ω,
Denote
where C 1 , C 2 are constants in R + .
Recall P P (Ω × X) := {µ : probability measure on (Ω × X, F ⊗ B(X)) with marginal P on (Ω, F )} and P(X) := {λ : probability measure on (X, B(X))}
We endow P P (Ω × X) with the ρ metric:
and P(X) with the ρ 1 metric:
Suppose µ ∈ P P (Ω × X). We call a function µ · (·) : Ω × B(X) → [0, 1] a factorization of µ with respect to P if: (i)for all B ∈ B(X), ω → µ ω (B) is F -measurable; (ii)for P − a.a.ω ∈ Ω, B → µ ω (B) is a probability measure on (X, B(X)); (iii)for all A ∈ F ⊗ B(X)
Introducing the section A ω := {x : (ω, x) ∈ A}, (51) can be written as
Definition 5.1 Given a measurable random dynamical system Φ : R × Ω × X → X over θ, a measure µ : R → P P (Ω×X) is called an almost periodic probability measure on (Ω×X, F ⊗B(X)) if for any ε > 0, there exists a number l(ε) defining a relatively dense set of numbers {τ k } such that for almost all ω ∈ Ω,
Theorem 5.2 Let Φ : R × Ω × X → X be a measurable random dynamical system over θ, if it has a random almost periodic solution H : R × Ω → X with relatively dense set {τ k }. Then it has an almost periodic measure µ :
and for any A ∈ F × B(X),
Proof. It's obvious that P is the marginal measure of µ s on (Ω, F ). Thus µ s ∈ P P (Ω × X). ∀t ∈ R, A ∈ F × B(X),
So by (52) and the definition of strong random almost periodic solution, we have
By the definition of random almost periodic solution, for any ε > 0, there exists a number l(ε) defining a relatively dense set of numbers {τ k } shch that for almost all ω ∈ Ω, d(H(s + τ k , ω), H(s, θ(τ k )ω)) < ε, ∀t, s ∈ R and for any s ∈ R, τ k ∈ {τ k } by the probability preserving property of θ, we have
So by the definition of 5.1, µ t , t ∈ R is an almost periodic probability measure.
Remark 5.3 Let Φ be a measurable random dynamical system over θ. Suppose H is a random almost periodic solution of Φ, it is easy to see that the factorization of µ t defined in Theorem 5.2 is (µ t ) ω = δ H(t,θ −t ω) , ∀t ∈ R.
In order to obtain the almost periodic probability measureon the phase space, we consider a Markovian cocycle random dynamical system Φ : R + ×Ω×X → X on a filtered dynamical system (Ω, F , P, (θ t ) t∈R , (F s t ) t≤s ). Denote the transition probability of Markovian process Φ(t, ω)x on the Polish space (X, B(X)) by (cf. [1, 25] ) P (t, x, B) = P ({ω : Φ(t, ω)x ∈ B}), ∀t ∈ R + , B ∈ B(X), and for any t ≥ 0, λ ∈ P(X) we set P * t λ(B) = X P (t, x, B)λ(dx), t ≥ 0, B ∈ B(X).
Definition 5.4 Given a Markovian random dynamical system Φ : R + × Ω × X → X over θ, a measure λ : R → P(X) is called an almost periodic probability measure on the phase space (X, B(X)) if for any ε > 0, there exists a number l(ε) defining a relatively dense set of numbers {τ k } such that for almost all ω ∈ Ω, P * t λ s = λ t+s , ρ 1 (λ τ k +s , λ s ) < ε, ∀t ∈ R + , s ∈ R.
Theorem 5.5 Let Φ : R + × Ω × X → X be a Markovian random dynamical system over θ, if it has an adapted random almost periodic solution H : R × Ω → X with relatively dense set {τ k }. Then it has an almost periodic measure λ : R → P(X) on the phase space (X, B(X)). For any g ∈ C BL (X), λ t (g) = Ω g(H(t, θ −t ω))P (dω)
and for any A ∈ B(X), λ t (A) = P ({ω : H(t, θ −t ω) ∈ A}).
Proof. Firstly, for any A ∈ B(X), t ∈ R + , and s ∈ R, by measure preserving property of θ and independency of Φ(t, θ s ω) and F s −∞ , λ t+s (A) = P ({ω : H(t + s, ω) ∈ A}) = P ({ω : Φ(t, θ s ω)H(s, ω) ∈ A}) = X P (t, x, A)P ({ω : H(s, ω) ∈ dx}) = X P (t, x, A)λ s (dx) = P * t λ s (A).
Secondly, for any s ∈ R, τ k ∈ {τ k } and almost all ω ∈ Ω, by (50) and the definition of random almost periodic solution we have: 
So by the definition of 5.4, λ t , t ∈ R is an almost periodic probability measure on the phase space X.
